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Abstract

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a potent cytokine involved in the induction of neovascularization. Secreted as a cysteine-linked
dimer, it has two binding sites at opposite poles through which it may bind VEGF receptors (VEGFRs), receptor tyrosine kinases found on the
surface of endothelial and other cells. The binding of a VEGF molecule to two VEGFR molecules induces transphosphorylation of the
intracellular domains of the receptors, leading to signal transduction. The dominant mechanism of receptor dimerization is not clear: the receptors
may be present in an inactive pre-dimerized form, VEGF binding first to one of the receptors, the second receptor then ideally located for
dimerization; or VEGF may bind receptor monomers on the cell surface, which then diffuse and bind to available unligated receptor monomers to
complete the activation. Both processes take place and one or other may dominate on different cell types. We demonstrate the impact of
dimerization mechanism on the binding of VEGF to the cell surface and on the formation of active signaling receptor complexes. We describe two
methods to determine which process dominates, based on binding and phosphorylation assays. The presence of two VEGF receptor populations,
VEGFR1 and VEGFR2, can result in receptor heterodimer formation. Our simulations predict that heterodimers will comprise 10–50% of the
active, signaling VEGF receptor complexes, and that heterodimers will form at the expense of homodimers of VEGFR1 when VEGFR2
populations are larger. These results have significant implications for VEGF signal transduction and interpretation of experimental studies. These
results may be applicable to other ligand–receptor pairs, in particular PDGF.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Angiogenesis (neovascularization), the growth of new blood
vessels from pre-existing vasculature, plays a key role in
diseases such as cancer, diabetic retinopathy and arthritis [1–3].
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a critical regulator
of angiogenesis [4,5], a cytokine which carries activating,
proliferative and chemotactic signals from hypovascularized
tissues to endothelial cells of quiescent blood vessels and
initiates new vessel sprouting to increase perfusion of the target
tissue. VEGF is a member of the cysteine knot family of growth
factors and is secreted as a dimer in which the monomers are
linked together by two intersubunit disulfide bridges [6,7]
(Fig. 1A). The receptor binding sites of VEGF are formed by
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amino acid residues of both monomers which collocate at the
poles of the antiparallel dimer [8–10] (Fig. 1A). The VEGF
Receptor-1 (VEGFR1) and VEGFR2 binding sites are slightly
different but overlap, resulting in competition for VEGF
binding [10].

The VEGF receptors are receptor tyrosine kinases and, like
other members of that family, require dimerization to be active.
Signaling is initiated when VEGF binds two receptor mono-
mers, resulting in the transactivation of the intracellular do-
mains of the receptors and subsequent signal propagation
through SH2-domain containing proteins that are phosphory-
lated by the active receptors. Prior to the binding of VEGF, the
receptor monomers diffuse throughout the cell membrane as
singletons or as ligand-independent pre-associated dimers.
These dimers are not active, possibly due to the presence of
an inhibitory domain in the non-receptor binding part of the
extracellular moiety of the receptor [11]. Thus, two distinct
pathways exist to dimerization: in the first, the ligand (VEGF)
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Fig. 1. Dimerization of VEGF receptors by VEGF. A, schematic of dimeric structure of VEGF [60,61], representing the backbone structure of the first 110 amino acids
of VEGF. One monomer is represented by a black line, the other by a gray line. The disulfide bonds which hold the monomers together are located approximately as
indicated by the dashed lines [7]. The location of binding sites for VEGFR1 and VEGFR2 are indicated by dotted black and gray lines respectively [9,10]. Each site is
formed by a combination of residues of both monomers, at both poles of the dimer. The VEGFR1 and VEGFR2 sites overlap, preventing the binding of two VEGF
receptors to one pole of VEGF. The binding of one receptor monomer to each pole of VEGF results in the transactivation of the intracellular domains of the two
receptor monomers. B, 1:1 binding of VEGF dimers to VEGF receptor dimers, with activation taking place as part of the single binding step. This model has been used
in previous descriptions of VEGF interaction with its receptors [18,19,21]. C, mechanisms of VEGF Receptor dimerization explored: SPD, static pre-dimerization;
DPD, dynamic pre-dimerization; LID, ligand-induced dimerization; and PDM, parallel dimerization model, in which both ligand-induced and ligand-independent
dimerization can take place. PDM thus includes all the ligand–receptor and receptor–receptor binding steps shown here. Bonds between molecules are shown in blue.
For more details, see text.
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binds an available receptor monomer, and this complex diffuses
laterally on the cell surface to bind a second, empty receptor
monomer; in the second, the ligand binds to one of the receptors
in an available receptor dimer, and then the second pole of the
ligand binds to (‘couples’) the second, pre-associated receptor.
We will refer to these two mechanisms as ligand-induced
dimerization (LID) and dynamic pre-dimerization (DPD),
respectively. A more detailed description of the receptor
dimerization schemes is contained in the Methods section.

Both of these mechanisms are involved in VEGF receptor
dimerization; VEGF can bind to receptor monomers [12–16],
and VEGF receptors can associate in the absence of ligand [17],
however it is not known to what extent each mechanism
actually occurs. One pathway may dominate over the other, and
so we examine the complete dimerization model as well as these
two pathways alone.

Because signaling is initiated by VEGF-induced receptor
dimerization, an understanding of the mechanism of dimeriza-
tion is essential for correct interpretation of experimental
results. The formation of heterodimers of VEGF receptors and
the resultant modulation of VEGF signaling, in particular, are
difficult to study without a formal description of dimerization.
Downstream signal transduction adds further complexity to the
study of VEGF, but without a sound footing of knowledge at the
cell surface, signal transduction experiments are less informa-
tive. In addition, therapeutics targeted to VEGF–VEGFR inter-
actions may be more or less effective than predicted depending
on the mechanism of dimerization.

We have previously constructed computational models for in
silico simulation of VEGF–VEGFR interactions in in vitro
assays [18,19] as well as in vivo [20]. We have also demon-
strated using Monte Carlo methods that continuum representa-
tion of the receptor–ligand system in terms of concentrations is
justified [21]. In those studies, the interactions were approxi-
mated as one-to-one reactions, with VEGF binding to and
activating pre-dimerized receptors in a single binding step, and
being released from those receptors in a single unbinding step.
Here, we introduce dimerization reactions and investigate the
impact of dimerization on signal transduction by VEGF recep-
tors. In particular, this approach allows us to study the formation
of VEGF receptor heterodimers.

Although the principles of LID and DPD have been studied
before [22,23], to our knowledge this is the first model of
receptor dimerization which incorporates both together. This
allows us to explore the signaling of VEGF and its receptors in
detail, maintaining the biophysical accuracy of the interactions:
a bivalent ligand and monovalent receptors with transient
ligand-independent association of receptors. Other ligand–
receptor tyrosine kinase pairs have been studied, in which the
requirement for signaling is also ligand bound to receptors
inducing dimerization, but the interactions are different: EGF is
a monovalent ligand — monovalent receptor, with coupling
after two ligands bind to two receptors [24–30]; FGF is similar
to EGF, though the ligand may also dimerize transiently before
binding to its receptors [23,31–33].

The dimerization mechanism proposed here should be
similar for other members of the same ligand subfamily, a
subset of the cysteine knot family of constitutively dimeric
proteins. The other known members of this family, in addition
to the protein products of several VEGF genes (VEGF-A,
VEGF-B, VEGF-C, VEGF-D) are placental growth factor
(PlGF), which also binds to VEGF receptors, and platelet-
derived growth factor (PDGF), which binds to PDGF receptors
[34,35]. The model presented here would be useful for describ-
ing those systems as well. A model of PDGF dimerization has
been published [36], which could be applied to the VEGF
system. That model considers ligand-induced dimerization, but
does not include receptor dimer pre-association. A hypothetical
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unstable intermediate of two ligand dimers bound to two re-
ceptor monomers is introduced to resolve differences between
model predictions and experimental data. The model presented
here, with receptor pre-association included, is an alternative
scheme to describe the dimerization of growth factor receptors.
We do not discuss in detail here the observed cooperativity in
PDGF binding (not explained by this version of our model), but
the addition to this model of a partial decoupling of dimerization
and phosphorylation could provide an alternative to the unstable
intermediate theory (Mac Gabhann and Popel, unpublished
observations).

In this analysis, we will simulate in vitro experiments with
cells expressing VEGFR1 and/or VEGFR2. No Neuropilin or
extracellular matrix is included, and thus the analysis here is
applicable to any isoform of VEGF. We will first examine
cells which express a single population of VEGF receptors —
e.g. monocytes, which express VEGFR1 but not VEGFR2
(VEGFR1 mediates migratory signals for these cells). Then, we
will investigate dimerization of VEGFRs on cells which express
two populations of VEGFR — e.g. endothelial cells which
typically express both VEGFR1 and VEGFR2, though not
necessarily in equal numbers. We will examine the impact of
heterodimerization of these receptors on VEGF signaling.

2. Methods

2.1. Simulating in vitro experiments

The results presented in this report are for simulations
representing in vitro experiments. In these experiments, a
confluent monolayer of cells is plated in cell culture chambers
(wells) and cell culture medium added, into which growth
factors, inhibitors, and other proteins may be added during the
course of the experiment, and from which fluid may be drawn to
extract data for Scatchard plots and other information. The cells
are assumed to have a surface area of 1000 μm2 [18] and the
culture medium covers the cells to a height of 1 mm. The results
that we obtain from the simulations – in particular, VEGF
binding to the cell surface and VEGF receptor activation – are
equivalent to, and can be compared to, measurements made in
in vitro experiments. The specific experiments required to vali-
date the predictions of the model have not yet been performed,
and this study should serve as an impetus to stimulate future
experimental work.

2.2. Dimerization models

In previous models of VEGF–VEGFR interactions [18–20]
the dimerization of VEGF receptors was not included explicitly.
Instead, VEGF bound to a pre-dimerized receptor in a single
binding and activation step (Fig. 1B). In fact there are two
parallel pathways by which VEGF may bind to and dimerize
VEGF receptors, illustrated in Fig. 1C for VEGFR1. First,
VEGF may bind to pre-dimerized receptors; these receptors are
not activated but are associated together and require the binding
of VEGF for activation. The association of the two receptors
(Reaction 1) may be direct or indirect (e.g. mediated by heparan
sulfate proteoglycans). One pole of VEGF binds to one of the
receptors (Reaction 3), and this complex then facilitates the
binding of the second pole of VEGF to the associated receptor
(Reaction 4). If the receptor dimers are inserted into the mem-
brane and do not dissociate, we refer to it as Static Pre-
Dimerization, or SPD. If instead receptor monomers are inserted
into the membrane and they can dynamically associate and
dissociate from each other, it is known as Dynamic Pre-
Dimerization, or DPD. Note that SPD is similar to the 1:1
Langmuir binding shown in Fig. 1B except that the binding is a
two-step process. Second, VEGF may bind to a VEGF receptor
monomer (Reaction 7). This VEGF–VEGFR complex diffuses
laterally in the cell membrane, encountering and binding a
second unbound receptor monomer (Reaction 6). The receptors
transphosphorylate and the signal transduction cascade begins.
This pathway is known as Ligand-Induced Dimerization, or
LID.

As noted in the introduction, experimental evidence suggests
that both of the major dimerization pathways (LID and DPD)
are active for the dimerization of VEGF receptors. Including
both pathways results in the Parallel Dimerization Model
(PDM); within that framework LID or DPD may be balanced or
one may dominate; therefore we will study both individually
and later propose experiments to determine which mechanism is
more important. SPD is a special case of DPD and is therefore
implicitly included in the PDM.

We do not deal explicitly with the processes of phosphor-
ylation and dephosphorylation of the VEGF receptors here. We
assume that phosphorylation occurs instantly subsequent to
VEGF binding two receptor monomers, and that dephosphor-
ylation is instant following VEGF unbinding from one of the
receptors. Nonlinear behavior of the phosphorylation and de-
phosphorylation processes could result in different outcomes
than those described here.

2.3. Ligand–receptor binding interactions

The dimerization mechanisms (Fig. 1C) are converted into
reaction–diffusion equations which are similar to those which
have been published previously [18,19]. A combination of
second-order (e.g. VEGF binding to receptor, or receptor–
receptor association) and first-order (e.g. the second pole of
receptor-bound VEGF binding to pre-associated receptor)
reactions are used to represent the mechanisms.

For the example of VEGFR1 only expressed on the surface,
the reactions are:

1. R1+R1⇔R1 ·R1

2. V ·R1+R1⇔V ·R1 ·R1

3. V+R1 ·R1⇔V ·R1 ·R1

4. V ·R1 ·R1⇔R1
⁎ ·V ·R1

⁎D

5. R1
⁎ ·V ·R1

⁎⇔R1
⁎ ·V ·R1

⁎D

6. V ·R1+R1⇔R1
⁎ ·V ·R1

⁎

7. V+R1⇔V ·R1

Here R1 is the VEGFR1 receptor monomer and V is VEGF.
The dot (·) connects binding partners, thus V ·R1 ·R1 is VEGF
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bound to one VEGFR1 monomer of a VEGFR1 dimer pair,
while R1 ·V ·R1 is VEGF bound to two VEGFR1 monomers. Δ
indicates that each of the three components in that complex is
bound to the other two (otherwise links are in the order shown).
⁎ denotes that the receptor is activated (phosphorylated). These
reactions are used to generate the model equations (below).
The kinetic parameters governing each reaction are shown on
Fig. 1C and described in detail below.

For SPD, reactions 3 and 4 are included; for DPD, reactions
1, 3 and 4; for LID, reactions 6 and 7; and for PDM, reactions
1–7. Reactions 2 and 5 arise only if both ligand-dependent and
ligand-independent receptor association are occurring.

For VEGFR2, reactions equivalent to 1–7 and equations for
VEGFR2 are included in the model. In addition, VEGFR1–
VEGFR2 heterodimers may form, and reactions equivalent to 1
and 5, as well as two reactions each equivalent to reactions 2, 3,
4 and 6 must be included. The total number of reactions in the
model is therefore 24 (see supplemental information for com-
plete list).

2.4. Model equations

VEGF is introduced into the cell culture medium and is
uniformly distributed at the start of simulations of in vitro ex-
periments. VEGF diffuses in the cell culture medium throughout
the simulation:

A V½ �=At ¼ DVj2 V½ �; V½ �t¼0 ¼ V0

Here [V ] is the concentration of VEGF; DV is the diffusivity
of VEGF in the cell culture medium. Only unligated receptors
are present on the cell surface at the start of the simulation:

R1½ �t¼0 ¼ R1;0

Once VEGF is introduced into the system, binding proceeds
and the cell surface receptor and ligand–receptor complexes are
determined by:

A R1½ �=At ¼ sR1 � kint;R1 R1½ � � 2d ð1=2d kc;RR R1½ � R1½ � � kd;RR R1d R1½ �Þ 1
�ðkc;RR V d R1½ � R1½ � � kd;RR V d R1d R1½ �Þ 2
�ðkc;VR V d R1½ � R1½ � � 2dkoff ;VR R⁎

1d V d R
⁎
1

� �Þ 6
� kon;VR V½ � R1½ � � koff ;VR V d R1½ �� �

7

A R1d R1½ �=At ¼ �kint;RR R1dR1½ �
þð1=2d kc;RR R1½ � R1½ � � kd;RR R1d R1½ �Þ 1
�ð2d kon;VR V½ � R1d R1½ � � koff ;VR V d R1d R1½ �Þ 3

A V d R1½ �=At ¼ �kint;R V d R1½ �� kc;RR V d R1½ � R1½ � � kc;RR V d R1d R1½ �� �
2

� kc;VR V d R1½ � R1½ � � 2d koff ;VR R⁎
1d V d R

⁎
1

� �� �
6

þ kon;VR V½ � R1½ � � koff ;VR V d R1½ �� �
7

A V d R1d R1½ �=At ¼ �kint;RR V d R1d R1½ �
þðkc;RR V d R1½ � R1½ � � kd;RR V d R1d R1½ �Þ 2
þð2d kon;VR V½ � R1d R1½ � � koff ;VR V d R1d R1½ �Þ

3

�ðkD;VR V d R1d R1½ � � 2d koff ;VR R⁎
1d V d R

⁎D
1

� �Þ
4

A R⁎
1d V d R

⁎
1

� �
=At ¼ �kint;R⁎R⁎ R⁎

1d V d R
⁎
1

� �
�ðkD;RR R⁎

1d V d R
⁎
1

� �� kd;RR R⁎
1d V d R

⁎D
1

� �Þ
5

þðkc;VR V d R1½ � R1½ � � 2d koff ;VR R⁎
1d V d R

⁎
1

� �Þ
6

A R⁎
1d V d R

⁎D
1

� �
=At ¼ �kint;R⁎R⁎ R⁎

1d V d R
⁎D
1

� �
þðkD;VR V d R1d R1½ � � 2d koff ;VR R⁎

1d V d R
⁎D
1

� �Þ 4
þ kD;RR R⁎

1d V d R
⁎
1

� �� kd;RR R⁎
1d V d R

⁎D
1

� �� �
5

Here sR1 is the insertion rate of new VEGFR1 monomers
into the cell membrane; kint is the internalization rate of recep-
tors and receptor–ligand complexes. Boxed subscripts (1–7)
indicate the reaction number from which the term derives. For
SPD, terms for reactions 3 and 4 are included; for DPD,
reactions 1, 3 and 4; for LID, reactions 6 and 7; and for PDM,
reactions 1–7.

For receptor pre-association simulations, there is a lead-in
time before VEGF is added to allow the ligand-independent
receptor dimerization reactions to come to steady state.

Degradation of VEGF in the cell culture medium is assumed
to be negligible over the short times of these simulations. The
pathway for removal of VEGF from the medium is binding of
VEGF to the cell surface and subsequent internalization. Cell
surface binding of VEGF determines the boundary condition for
VEGF transport:

DV A V½ �=Azð Þz¼0 ¼ 2d kon;VR V½ � R1d R1½ � �koff ;VR V d R1d R1½ �� �
3

þ kon;VR V½ � R1½ � � koff ;VR V d R1½ �� �
7

At the air-liquid boundary of the cell culture medium, a no-
flux boundary condition is used:

DV A V½ �=Azð Þz¼h ¼ 0

This study also includes VEGFR2, for which additional
equations are required similar to those presented here and
additional terms are included in the above equations. The
complete set of equations are included in the online supplement.
Placental growth factor (PlGF) is a VEGF family ligand that
binds only VEGFR1 (not VEGFR2) and also requires additional
equations. These additional equations are not presented here but
follow the same form as those above.

2.5. Binding kinetics

Binding affinities, receptor numbers and kinetic rates reported
previously for the VEGF–VEGFR system are based on an
assumption of 1:1 binding [37–44]. For the dimerization schemes
shown here, we use kinetics which would result in approximately



Table 1
Parameters for simulations

Receptor density 20,000 receptors/cell ⁎

1:1 Binding affinity (Kd,meas) 150 pM, 30 pM ⁎

1:1 On-rate for VEGF (kon,meas) 8.8 ·106 M−1 s−1,
4.4 ·107 M−1 s−1

⁎

1:1 Off-rate for VEGF (koff,meas) 1.32 ·10−3 s−1 ⁎

On-rate for one pole of VEGF (kon) 4.4 ·106 M−1 s−1,
2.2 ·107 M−1 s−1

See text

Off-rate for one pole of VEGF (koff) 2.6 ·10−2 s−1 See text
Coupling rate of bound
receptors (kc,VR) (LID)

2.1 ·1014 cm2 mol−1 s−1 See text

Coupling rate of empty
receptors (kc,RR) (DPD)

1014 cm2 mol−1 s−1 See text

Rate of VEGF binding second
receptor (kΔ,VR)

0.949 s−1 See text

Rate of receptor binding second
receptor (kΔ,RR)

0.446 s−1 See text

Dissociation rate of empty
receptors (kd,RR)

10−2 s−1 See text

The numbers marked ⁎ above are within the range of values reported for receptor
densities and binding affinities [37–44]. The remaining parameters are
calculated or estimated and this is detailed in the text.
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the same Scatchard and kinetic rate data being observed. The
measured affinity and measured 1:1 kinetics are related by:

Kd ¼ koff ;meas=kon;meas

For SPD and DPD,

Kd ¼ V½ �d R1d R1½ �= V d R1d R1½ � þ R⁎
1d V d R

⁎D
1

� �� �

And at steady state,

V½ � R1d R1½ � ¼ koff ;VR V d R1d R1½ �= 2d kon;VR
� �

R⁎
1d V d R

⁎D
1

� � ¼ kD;VR V d R1d R1½ �= 2d koff ;VR
� �

where kon,VR is the rate of the binding of one pole of VEGF to
one receptor of the two pre-dimerized receptors, koff,VR is the
dissociation rate for that interaction, and kΔ,VR is the rate of
binding of the second VEGF pole to the second pre-associated
receptor. Thus,

Kd ¼ 2d k2off ;VR

� �
=ð2d kon;VR 2d koff ;VR þ kD;VR

� �Þ
We assume that the value of the on-rate, kon, is half that of the

measured (i.e., effective 1:1) rate, |kon,VR|= |kon,meas|/2, as there
are two receptor binding sites for VEGF to bind. We take the
value of the off-rate, koff,VR, to be proportional to the square root
of the value of the measured rate. An off-rate of jkoff ;VRj ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffijkoff ;measj=2
p

matches with experimental observations of the off-
rate for a single receptor monomer [15]; in those experiments,
monomer-specific mutagenesis was used to alter one binding site
of theVEGFdimer andmake it inactive. By equating themeasured
binding affinity (Kd=koff,meas / kon,meas) with the above expression
forKd, the association rate for the secondVEGF–VEGFR binding
is found to be |kΔ,VR|=1−2·|koff,VR|. Although koff and kΔ could be
adjusted together without significantly affecting the observed
kinetics or equilibrium constants, the experimental measurements
of single- and double-site off rates are assumed to hold [15]. Note
that the units of the measured and single-site kon and koff are the
same, but the values must be different for the scheme to give the
same observed binding and activation.

For LID,

Kd ¼ V½ �d R½ �=2ð Þ= V d R½ � þ Rd V d R½ �ð Þ

The number of receptor monomers is divided by two to find
the number of receptor dimers (this would be what is measured
by the Scatchard plot).

V½ � R1½ �=2ð Þ ¼ koff ;VR V d R1½ �=2d kon;VR

R⁎
1d V d R

⁎
1

� � ¼ kc;VR V d R1½ �=2d koff ;VR
� �½R1�

Kd ¼ 2d k2off
� �

= 2d kon 2d koff þ kc;VR R1½ �� �� �

As above, |kon,VR| = |kon,meas|/2 and jkoff ;VRj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffijkoff ;measj=2

p
and the coupling rate for binding to the second VEGFR
monomer is |kc,VR| = (1−2·|koff,VR|)/|[R1]|. This non-linear result
demonstrates why, for LID, there is not a straight line on the
Scatchard plot (see Results); it also suggests that where more
receptors are present, a lower coupling rate is required to
achieve the same observed binding, as we would expect.

The number of receptors and their binding affinities for VEGF
have been measured for several cell types. Monocytes express
VEGFR1; endothelial cells VEGFR2 and possibly VEGFR1.
There is a wide range of receptor expression levels depending on
the type of cell in question; cells from different vessels, or from
the same vessel in different species, express different numbers of
each receptor type; for cells with a single receptor population, we
assume 20,000 receptor dimers (40,000 monomers) with affinity
of 150 pM, consistent with both endothelial VEGFR2 and
monocyte VEGFR1 [37–44]. For cells with two receptor
populations, these studies note that VEGFR1 has a 4–10 fold
higher affinity for VEGF than does VEGFR2.We assume 20,000
total VEGF receptor dimers, divided in 1:10 or 1:1 ratio between
VEGFR1 and VEGFR2. We assume affinities of 30 pM for
VEGFR1 and 150 pM for VEGFR2, again within the range of the
same experimental studies (see Table 1).

Cell-free systems can be used to measure kinetics of binding
of VEGF to immobilized receptors. The cell-free measured on-
rates of VEGF binding to VEGFR2 range from 6.6 ·104–
5.23 ·106 M−1s−1; the associated off-rates were 1.27 ·10−5–
4.1 ·10−4 s−1 [12–15]. For VEGFR1, the cell-free kinetics were
measured to be 4×106 M−1s−1 and 3 ·10−5 s−1 [16]. However,
in these cell-free assays, the co-receptors (e.g. heparan sulfate
proteoglycans) which affect binding on the cell surface, are
missing, and cell-based assays reveal faster kinetics for binding
of VEGF to cell surface receptors: application of our model to
experimental data of cell-surface binding of VEGF over time to
monocytes [39] reveals an on-rate of 8.4 ·106 M−1s−1and an
off-rate of 1.3 ·10−3 s−1. For endothelial cells which express
both VEGFR1 and VEGFR2, we assume the same off rate, but
use a different on rate to match the binding affinity.
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2.6. Ligand–receptor coupling rates

Above it was noted that the coupling rate for a ligand–
receptor complex to bind a second empty receptor should be
inversely proportional to the number of free receptors in order to
maintain a constant effective Kd, but here we use a constant
coupling rate; we will note that the resulting Scatchard plot is
close to linear under typical experimental conditions. We have
shown that the ligand-induced coupling rate for VEGF binding
two different receptor types [19] agreed with estimates of the
theoretical diffusion-limited rate [33,45], and with experimental
estimates of coupling rates from other experimental systems
[46,47]. This rate is almost constant over a wide range of
receptor densities (varies by a factor of 3 for 1–106 receptors/
cell), and so we choose for each simulation a constant value of
the coupling rate, but one which is based on the total number of
receptors present, to ensure adequate agreement between the
experimental and simulated Scatchard plots. For cells expres-
sing two receptors, this coupling rate is adjusted to reflect the
disparity in the on-rates between the two receptors, thus satis-
fying the requirements of detailed balance. This can be inter-
preted as follows: if one receptor binds VEGF more tightly, then
it would also couple to a VEGF-receptor complex more often.

The dissociation of a ligand-induced receptor dimer involves
the release of an empty receptormonomer andwe assume that this
occurs with the sameVEGF–VEGFR off rate as the first reaction.

2.7. Receptor–receptor coupling rates

Receptors may also dimerize in the absence of ligands. As
noted above, a theoretical coupling rate, kc,RR, of 1–3 ·10

14 cm2

mol −1 s−1 was predicted for VEGF receptors, more specifically
for coupling between VEGFR2 and Neuropilin-1 [19]; we use
2.125 ·1014 cm2 mol−1 s−1 as the value throughout this paper;
though the sensitivity of the results to variation in this parameter
are noted at various points. The rate of association for receptors
which are coupled together by a ligand but which are not
themselves pre-associated (this is analogous to the reaction in
which the second pole of VEGF binds to the second pre-
dimerized receptor) is required by detailed balance to be kΔ,RR=
kΔ,VR(kc,RR / kc,VR). The rate of dissociation of two ligated or
unligated receptors is taken to be 10−2 s−1; the balance of
coupling and dissociation results in the steady-state balance
between monomers and dimers.

2.8. Internalization

Internalization is slow or nonexistent at 4 °C [48]. At higher
temperatures, the internalization is faster for complexes which are
phosphorylated [48]. The values assumed here are zero internal-
ization at the lower temperature; 10−5 s−1 and 2.8·10−4 s−1 for
inactive and activated receptors, respectively [18].

2.9. Ligand diffusivity

An estimated diffusivity is used based on the molecular
weight of each species, and adjusted for the temperature of the
experiment. The diffusivity at 23 °C was estimated by Berk
et al. [49] as:

Daq;23-C ¼ 3:6d10�5 MWð Þ�0:34

We adjust this to other temperatures using the Stokes–
Einstein equation,

D ¼ kBT=6pgR; so that DT ¼ D23-C TK=296:15ð Þ g23-C=gTð Þ
where η is the viscosity of the solvent. In the range 0 °C–37 °C,
the latter function is described well by:

TK=296:15ð Þ g23-C=gTð Þ ¼ 1:86d10�4T2
-C þ 1:83d10�2T-C þ 0:48

The molecular weight of VEGF is approximately 45 kDa and
that of PlGF 40 kDa.

2.10. Scatchard plots

We generate Scatchard plots that would be observed exper-
imentally if certain dimerization mechanisms were present. To
do this, both free VEGF and bound VEGF are measured in the
simulation in a similar manner to the experimentally-derived
plots. We use a sample of fluid away from the cells – not the
concentration at the cell surface – to determine the free ligand
concentration; this leads to a slight discrepancy between the
measured and actual Kd, but experimentally the concentration
cannot be measured at the cell surface, and the difference is less
than 5%. The value for bound VEGF used is the total number of
VEGF bound to the surface, not the total number of receptors
bound, as typically the ligand is radiolabeled for the generation
of these graphs. This is an important distinction in comparing
the different dimerization pathways.

3. Results

3.1. Single receptor: VEGFR1 or VEGFR2

3.1.1. Comparison of dimerization models
Not all endothelial cells express both VEGFR1 and

VEGFR2. Monocytes also express only one receptor for
VEGF, VEGFR1, and it is implicated in signal transduction,
including migration [50]. Thus cells with single receptor popu-
lations are a useful starting point for our study. Each of the
dimerization models was used to estimate the VEGF bound and
activated VEGF receptors on cells expressing 20,000 VEGF
receptors, with a binding affinity of 150 pM and a measured off-
rate of 1.32 ·10−3 s−1. Each of the dimerization mechanisms
(using the kinetics as derived in the Methods section) would
generate similar Scatchard plots at steady state (Fig. 2A).

For VEGF concentrations below 1 nM, binding to the cell
surface is predicted to be similar for each of the mechanisms
(Fig. 2B). Above this threshold, for LID, increasing VEGF
results in the formation of complexes of a single VEGF receptor
monomer bound to VEGF. We assume that these complexes
cannot bind to each other due to the steric hindrance of VEGF,
and thus cannot form functional active VEGF receptor dimers.



Fig. 2. Dimerization mechanisms on cells expressing one receptor population. Results of in silico simulations of in vitro experiments for a monolayer of cells
expressing various densities of VEGFR. A–C, comparison of SPD, DPD and LID dimerization models as described in Fig. 1 and in the text; Scatchard plot (A), total
VEGF bound to the cell surface (B) and active (signaling) VEGF–VEGFR complexes (C) are shown for increasing concentrations of VEGF. D–F, the parallel
dimerization model (PDM) balances ligand-dependent and -independent dimerization. PDM includes all reactions shown in Fig. 1C. By decreasing the rate of
association between receptors, the balance of dimerization mechanisms shifts from DPD to LID. Graphs as in A–C.
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This has two effects: first, twice as many VEGF molecules can
bind to the cell, as each receptor monomer is occupied, as
opposed to one molecule per receptor dimer in other mech-
anisms; second, there is an optimal VEGF concentration for the
formation of activeVEGF receptors, above which the formation
of nonsignaling receptor monomer complexes begins to
dominate (Fig. 2C). This phenomenon (high-dose inhibition)
is characteristic of LID and although it has not been explicitly
noted at the level of VEGFR phosphorylation, it is not unusual
for such experiments not to be continued beyond the VEGF
concentration considered to result in peak activation. In
addition, there are many instances of high-dose inhibition at
the level of cellular outcome— including DNA synthesis [9,41]
and proliferation [51,52]. Those observations may not be the
result of high-dose inhibition at the level of VEGF binding and
VEGFR phosphorylation at the surface, but could instead be the
result of intracellular signaling. Nonetheless, we suggest that
more study is required to investigate this mechanism.

Using the Parallel Dimerization Model (PDM), i.e. both
DPD and LID mechanisms operational, we note that for the
theoretical estimate of the receptor coupling parameter, the DPD
model appears to dominate (Fig. 2D–F, dotted line, kc,RR=
2.125·1014 cm2/mol/s). Decreasing the pre-association rate of
receptors (and thus also the rate of association of receptors
coupled by VEGF), we see that the VEGF binding and VEGFR
activation results move from similarity to DPD to that of LID.
Thus, with this single parameter we can vary the predominance
of the DPD and LID models. The reason for this is shown in Fig.
S1A (online supplement). Decrease in the coupling rate of
receptors results in the formation of fewer dimers. As the DPD
model relies on pre-formed dimers to bind VEGF, more VEGF
binds to receptor monomers and thus LID dominates. Note that
if only the DPD mechanism is functional, a decrease in receptor
pre-dimerization rate does not significantly affect the VEGF
binding and active VEGFR complex formation (Fig. S1B;
active VEGFR complex formation and VEGF binding are the
same for DPD); but when the LID pathway is available, then a
decrease in receptor pre-dimerization rate will cause that
mechanism to dominate (Fig. 2E,F). Increased receptor density
also results in increased pre-dimerization of receptors, and thus
to the results of the complete model being closer to the DPD
results (Fig. S1A).

3.1.2. Single-site binding variants: predictions and comparison
to experimental data

As each binding site for the VEGF receptors is located across
one pole of the VEGF dimer, formed by residues from both
monomer units, a constitutively monomeric VEGF (i.e. with the
cysteines responsible for intersubunit binding mutated [7]) does
not contain one entire binding site, does not compete for
binding to receptors and thus is not useful for the study of the
ligand–receptor kinetics [9]. Instead, to study single sites, the
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goal is to affect just one of the binding sites on the dimer and
this has been accomplished by experimental investigators in two
different ways. First, by creating two sets of VEGF monomers
with each missing one of the cysteines involved in intersubunit
binding, these monomers can only form VEGF heterodimers
and not homodimers [6]. Using such a construct, each monomer
can be mutated separately to affect the two parts of the binding
pocket at only one end of the dimer [9,53]. Second, by creating
a single-chain version of the VEGF dimer which is expressed as
one continuous peptide chain, mutations can be introduced that
affect only one binding pole [15]. In either case, the result is a
VEGF dimer with normal binding activity at one pole and
impaired binding at the other pole. Computational simulation
results for the binding of such a variant of VEGF to cell surface
receptors are shown in Fig. 3.

We represent the decrease in binding affinity of the second
pole by decreasing the ligand–receptor coupling rate (kc,VR,
affects LID) as well as the association rate of a ligand to a
second pre-associated receptor (kΔ,VR, affects DPD). It was
noted that a single-site variant with greater than 100-fold lower
affinity for receptor dimers lost most of its ability to induce
DNA synthesis in HUVECs [9], and this is in agreement with
our results (Fig. 3B, dashed lines) for either DPD or LID.

Interestingly, in a study which introduced gradually more
severe mutations into one binding site, high-dose inhibition of
proliferation was noted under the action of the VEGF variants
Fig. 3. Dimerization inhibited by single-site VEGF binding variants. A and B, binding
of the VEGF dimer, using LID or DPD models. Decreasing the activity of one pole of
VEGF (VEGFwt) signaling by addition of competing single-site binding variant (VEG
site variants inhibit VEGF-induced VEGFR2 phosphorylation. ⁎experimental data f
[15]. As noted before, this inhibition does not occur (at the level
of VEGF-induced receptor dimerization) for DPD models
(Fig. 3B) and is only marginally present for parallel dimeri-
zation models (PDM) (not shown), in the absence of any
reduction in the rate of formation of VEGF receptor pre-
associated dimers (kc,RR). The proliferation results (though
significantly downstream from receptor activation, and there-
fore possibly due to other signal processing effects) suggest that
the LID model, or a PDM model with a reduced rate of receptor
pre-association may be dominant in those cells.

The single-site VEGF variant can be used to antagonize
wildtype VEGF signaling and this is illustrated in Fig. 3C.
Experiments show that excess quantities of the variant
(VEGFss) can completely inhibit VEGF-induced DNA synthe-
sis [9,53] and proliferation [15], in agreement with our results.
Only the wildtype VEGF is generating significant receptor
activation, and thus the decline in binding of that form of VEGF
as the variant is added (Fig. 3C) results in a similar decrease
in signaling. The single-site variant is slightly more effective
in inhibiting VEGF binding through the LID mechanism
(Fig. 3C).

The inhibition of VEGFR phosphorylation by the addition of
increasing amounts of a single-site variant has been observed [53]
and this is compared to the results of simulations for addition of
wildtype VEGF (wt) and VEGF with a second binding site of
decreasing affinity (Fig. 3D). The simulation results are in close
of single-site variants which have one impaired VEGFR binding site on one pole
VEGF decreases activation (B) more than binding (A). C, inhibition of wildtype
Fss). Total VEGF bound increases while VEGFwt binding decreases. D, single-

rom [53].



Fig. 4. Competition for VEGFR1. VEGF binding reaches steady state and then
PlGF (or unlabeled VEGF) is added. The progression to a new steady state
depends on the dimerization method. A, decrease in VEGF binding and increase
in PlGF binding 5 min after PlGF addition as a percentage of the change after
60 min for LID or DPD as the prevailing dimerization method. B, the difference
in the speed of response of LID and DPD (measured as the ratio of the LID and
DPD lines in part A) depends on the kinetics of PlGF and VEGF binding.
Results shown for VEGF binding decrease after addition of 10 nM PlGF.
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agreement (assuming a correlation between VEGF-induced
VEGFR dimerization and VEGFR phosphorylation) with the
experimental results [53] for the complete loss of binding to one
pole of VEGF, for either DPD (solid bars) or LID (hatched bars).
A 100-fold decrease in the binding affinity of one site results in
almost complete loss of that binding pole.

3.1.3. Sequential addition of competing ligands
Two ligands competing for binding to the receptor result in

dynamic changes in the binding depending on the kinetics of the
binding of each ligand, and also on the kinetics and mechanisms
of dimerization. Since it is difficult to infer the dimerization
mechanism from the binding of a single ligand to its receptor
(Fig. 2), we simulated the sequential addition of two VEGFR1
ligands to investigate the possibility of further distinguishing
the LID and DPD mechanisms. First, VEGF was added and
binding was allowed to proceed to equilibrium. Next, PlGF was
added and the resulting changes in PlGF and VEGF binding and
in VEGFR1 activation were observed over 60 min. PlGF and
VEGF compete for the same binding site on VEGFR1 [54].
Displacement of VEGF by PlGF from VEGFR1 requires the
prior dissociation of VEGF, and thus the results are different for
the two dimerization mechanisms: in LID, the dissociation of
one pole of VEGF from its receptor allows that receptor to now
bind another ligand (potentially a PlGF molecule); in DPD,
dissociation of the receptor from a single pole of VEGF does not
permit the binding of another ligand, as the receptor remains
associated with the bound receptor. Thus, to become available
for binding, the VEGF molecule must dissociate completely
from both receptor monomers. This should take place more
slowly than the release from a single receptor, and this is
confirmed by the results of our simulations (Fig. 4, Fig. S2).

The total VEGF bound is decreased by addition of increasing
amounts of PlGF (Fig. S2A); however this process goes to
completion in approximately 15 min for LID, and to 50–95%
completion in 5 min (Fig. 4A). For DPD, in contrast, the process
takes at least 60 min, and is only 20–30% complete after 5 min
(Fig. 4A). Similar numbers are calculated for the increase in
PlGF binding (Fig. 4A, Fig. S2B). This suggests that we can
distinguish between the dimerization mechanisms on the basis
of the dynamics of competitive ligand binding. Instead of
VEGF and PlGF, it would be equally possible to use labeled and
unlabeled VEGF, allowing for straightforward determination of
the time-course of ligand binding and dissociation. It is timely
to reinforce the point that the outcome of the Parallel
Dimerization Model (PDM), with both DPD and LID pathways
available, lies between the two extremes of the DPD and LID
models; therefore this result suggests that the relative domi-
nance of one over the other can be measured by the time course
of binding. As before (Fig. 2D–F), changes in the receptor pre-
dimerization rate result in moving from a DPD-characteristic
curve to a LID-characteristic curve.

The difference in timing between LID and DPD depends
primarily on the kinetics of VEGF release from the receptors
(Fig. 4B). If the measured off rate were 10-fold faster, then there
would be little difference between LID and DPD. Note that the
10-fold increase would be a 3.2-fold increase in the single-site
VEGF off rate (see Methods section). In contrast, the difference
in PlGF–VEGF competition between LID and DPD is only a
weak function of the PlGF kinetics (Fig. 4B).

Note that there are, as before, differences in receptor
activation between the DPD and LID models (Fig. S2C–D),
however binding studies are more common and straightforward
than phosphorylation/activation measurements, and thus a
binding-based method to distinguish the dimerization mecha-
nism is advantageous.

3.2. Two receptor populations: VEGFR1 and VEGFR2

3.2.1. Homodimerization
On most endothelial cells, both VEGFR1 and VEGFR2 are

present, though in different ratios for each subtype of endo-
thelial cell [37–40,42–44]. Here, we model endothelial cells as
containing 20,000 VEGF receptors, which are present in the
ratios 1:10, 1:1, or 10:1 VEGFR1:VEGFR2, to investigate the
sensitivity of the results to this ratio.

For homodimerization, (that is, not allowing the formation of
VEGFR1–VEGFR2 heterodimers), the presence of two recep-
tors has an effect on the overall binding of VEGF to activation
of VEGF receptors (Fig. S3A,B), but this is a result of the



Fig. 5. Two receptor populations with heterodimerization: VEGF binding. A–F, signaling profiles: characterization of the active receptors for different ratios of
receptors.
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differing affinities of each of the two receptors. The percentage
of active dimers that are VEGFR1–VEGFR1 is dependent on
the number of VEGFR1 present but only slightly on the VEGF
concentration (data not shown).

3.2.2. Heterodimerization
There is significant recent evidence that VEGFR1–VEGFR2

heterodimers do exist on the cell surface and are significant
conduits for VEGF signaling [17,55,56], and thus we consider
their formation – either ligand-induced or as pre-dimerizing
receptors – in the model. For pre-dimerizing receptors (DPD or
PDM models), the formation of dimers before the addition of
ligand depends on the coupling rate of empty receptors
(Fig. S3C). The overall prevalence of dimers is close to uniform
across the ratios of VEGFR1:VEGFR2. Of these dimers,
homodimers are most prevalent only when one receptor is in
significant excess over the other; where the receptors are present
in equivalent quantities, preformed heterodimers represent up to
a half of the preformed dimers present (Fig. S3D). This is
independent of the coupling rate of the receptors, though the
relative quantities could be affected by a mechanism which
preferentially increases or inhibits the formation of homo- vs.
heterodimers.

The formation of signaling receptor heterodimers is sig-
nificant upon addition of VEGF (Fig. S3E–F). The total number
of active dimers formed in response to VEGF is dependent on
the relative affinities of VEGFR1 and VEGFR2 as well as the
ratios of receptor expression (Fig. S3F). The ratio of expression
also plays an important role in the specific signal transduction
(Fig. 5). We note that the formation of active heterodimers is
significant, 10–50% of all dimers across a range of VEGFR1:
VEGFR2 ratios and VEGF concentrations. The homodimer
formation is split between VEGFR1 and VEGFR2 depending
on their ratios and relative kinetics and affinities; the less-
expressed receptor does not form significant numbers of
homodimers.

While the formation of these three separate signaling units
(activated homo- and heterodimers) increases the complexity
needed to understand experimental results on phosphorylation
of receptors and subsequent signaling, we can see that the
problem can be simplified by studying cell types which have
more of one receptor than another (Fig. 5A–B, E–F), resulting
in negligible formation of one signaling homodimer, and
reducing the study to the heterodimer and the other homodimer.

As before (Fig. 4, Fig. S2), the signaling profile for LID is
similar after 5 min and after 60 min, whereas for DPD there are
time-dependent differences in the VEGF-dependent formation
of signaling complexes (data not shown).

3.2.3. Competing ligands reveal timing differences in
dimerization mechanisms

As noted above, studying cell types with unequal receptor
populations can simplify the problem of the variety of signaling
complexes on the surface. Another method is to use ligands
which cannot take part in receptor heterodimer complexes, such
as PlGF, which binds only VEGFR1, or VEGF–C, which binds
VEGFR2 but not VEGFR1. Addition of PlGF results in the
formation of PlGF–VEGFR1–VEGFR1 complexes, and a
decrease in the formation of heterodimers. This is true for both
LID andDPD (Fig. 6, Fig. S4), thoughwe note again a difference
in the timing of the changes in binding and activation, receptors
using LID reacting faster than DPD (Fig. 6A, Fig. S4C–D).
Note, however, that it requires a significant quantity of PlGF to
prevent the formation of heterodimers altogether (Fig. 6B); this



Fig. 6. Competition for one of two receptors: VEGF with increasing amounts of PlGF added to cells expressing VEGFR1 and VEGFR2. A, increase in PlGF binding
5 min after PlGF addition as a percentage of the increase after 60 min for LID or DPD as the prevailing dimerization method. Three different ratios of VEGFR1:
VEGFR2 expression are noted. B, content of active receptor dimers for VEGFR1=VEGFR2. Formation of active (signaling) homo- and heterodimers for LID (top)
and DPD (bottom).

Fig. 7. PlGF synergy with VEGF: receptor phosphorylation by VEGF and PlGF. A closer look at the signaling complexes. A, VEGF and PlGF binding results in the
activation of both receptor monomers. Each receptor monomer is the substrate for the kinase domain of the other. Changing kinase–substrate pairs can result in distinct
signaling. B–J, phosphorylation of VEGFR1 and VEGFR2 by VEGF, VEGF and PlGF in equal quantities (+) and VEGF with PlGF in 10-fold excess (++). R1⁎1V,
VEGFR1 activated by VEGF–VEGFR1; R1⁎1P, VEGFR1 activated by PlGF–VEGFR1; R1⁎2, VEGFR1 activated by VEGF–VEGFR2; R2⁎2, VEGFR2 activated by
VEGF–VEGFR2; R2⁎1, VEGFR2 activated by VEGF–VEGFR1.
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is in agreement with an experimental study which noted that
addition of VEGF–C compared to VEGF decreased but did not
eliminate VEGFR1–VEGFR2 heterodimers [17]. As before, the
presence of VEGFR1 in excess almost eliminates VEGFR2
homodimer formation (data not shown).

3.2.4. Differences in heterodimer and homodimer signaling
It is important to note that two active VEGFR1–VEGFR2

heterodimers should not, and do not, result in the same signal
transduction as one VEGFR1–VEGFR1 plus one VEGFR2–
VEGFR2. Although the same number of receptor monomers of
each type is involved and they are all activated, the mechanism
of activation means that they will not transduce the same
signals. Each receptor has kinase activity in the intracellular
domain. For each receptor, this kinase domain is different, and
thus the substrate on which each will act is different. The result
is that a VEGFR2 kinase domain will phosphorylate different
VEGFR1 tyrosine sites, with different kinetics, than will a
VEGFR1 kinase domain (and vice versa). This has been
observed experimentally [57]. It was also observed for the
interaction of VEGFR2 with VEGFR3, a lymphatic endothelial
cell surface receptor [55]. Thus the heterodimers can produce
entirely novel signaling which may not have been seen on cells
which express one receptor type alone [56]. The result is
summarized in Fig. 7A: four independent signal transduction
molecules can be formed: VEGFR1⁎1 (“VEGFR1 activated by
VEGFR1”), VEGFR1⁎2, VEGFR2⁎1 and VEGFR2⁎2, each of
which can result in independent, unique signals, which may
interact further downstream or lead to feedback on one or all of
the other active receptors [57]. VEGFR signaling schema
should be further analyzed to improve our understanding of how
VEGF transduces its signals on cells with multiple VEGF
receptors.

3.2.5. PlGF–VEGF synergy revisited
We noted in previous work [18] that the experimentally

observed synergy between VEGF and PlGF in inducing
proliferation, survival and migration [58] and VEGFR2
phosphorylation [57] in cells in vitro was unlikely to be the
result of PlGF ‘displacing’ VEGF from VEGFR1 to VEGFR2.
We revisit those simulations here by using our dimerization
models to illuminate the formation of homo- and heterodimeric
signaling complexes. Three cases are simulated: VEGF added;
equal amounts of VEGF and PlGF added; and VEGF added
along with an excess of PlGF. The first two cases were the
subject of experimental work previously published [58], and
computer simulations based on that work [18]; the third is a
hypothetical case included here for comparison. The resulting
peak formation of each subtype of activated receptor is shown in
Fig. 7B–J, with the active VEGFR1 separate from active
VEGFR2. The peak total number of active VEGFR2 is almost
unchanged by the addition of PlGF for the 1:1 ligand:receptor
binding case explored in the previous paper [18], and for both
LID and DPD. However, as PlGF is added, the shift from
heterodimers to homodimers results in a shift from VEGFR2⁎1
(VEGFR2 activated by VEGFR1) to VEGFR2⁎2 (compare
Fig. 7F,G to E; I,J to H). In contrast, the change in the total
number of VEGFR1 activated is significant, especially when
dimerization is included explicitly. Looking at the VEGFR1
activation in more detail, we note two changes in the makeup of
the activation profile: first, there is a change from VEGF-
activated VEGFR1 to PlGF-activated VEGFR1; second, where
dimerization is explicitly included, there is also an observable
shift from VEGFR1⁎2 to homodimerically activated VEGFR1⁎1.
It has been noted that PlGF and VEGF induce differential phos-
phorylation of VEGFR1 [57], but to what extent the observed
synergy is a result of the alternate ligand versus the accompa-
nying change from heterodimeric to homodimeric activation
remains to be studied. Thus, the presence of VEGFR hetero-
dimers contributes to the complexity of the VEGF signal trans-
duction system, and should be studied further.

4. Discussion

One of the first questions to ask about the dimerization of
VEGF receptors is, what is the mechanism? Experimental
evidence exists supporting both ligand-independent and ligand-
dependent dimerization of receptors, with activation occurring
only when both receptor monomers are bound to one pole of the
VEGF molecule. Our simulation results suggest that, depending
on the receptor density and other factors, one of the mechanisms
may dominate, and confirmation of this would be an important
validation of the model presented here. For receptor pre-
association rates similar to those predicted theoretically, the pre-
dimerization mechanism is predicted to dominate. However,
this depends on the receptor density, and the pre-association rate
has yet to be measured experimentally.

Measurement of the pre-association rate would be difficult.
One possibility is a fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET)-based assay to measure the proximity of receptors to
each other in the presence and absence of ligand. Unfortunately,
such a system could interfere with the receptor autotransactiva-
tion. Another method would be to interfere with the pre-
association, the change in behavior giving an indication of the
absolute value of the rate constant. It would, however, be
difficult to change the receptor association behavior without
affecting ligand–receptor binding directly, especially without
knowledge of the mechanism of pre-dimerization e.g. intracel-
lular scaffolding or mutual association with proteoglycans. One
possibility is the cellular expression of a fused receptor dimer;
signaling bell-curves that appear in downstream signaling could
not therefore be used as evidence of LID.

Our results suggest that while receptor phosphorylation data
could provide a clear indication of which mechanism domi-
nated, VEGF binding data may also be used to distinguish the
relative strength or prevalence of the different dimerization
mechanisms— through the dynamics of competition experiments
(Figs. 4, 6, Figs. S2, S4). However, no time-dependent data for
binding or phosphorylation was found in literature. Inclusion of
explicit phosphorylation and dephosphorylation steps in the
model would aid comparison, but again no data is available for
these processes.

Typically, reported quantitative results are at one of two
points in the pathway: binding of ligand to the cell; and outcome
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of the signaling at the cellular level, e.g. survival, migration or
DNA synthesis and proliferation. This latter point is so far
downstream of the focus of our study (ligand–receptor binding
and receptor activation) that the VEGF-response profile of those
outcomes may instead be a result of other events along the
signal transduction pathways. Experimental investigation of the
phosphorylation of VEGF receptors has increased in recent
years and a combination of experimental results and models
such as this one may lead to insight into the activation of the
VEGF signaling pathways, and how the pathway might be up-
or down-regulated for therapeutic purposes.

Ligand-induced dimerization exhibits high-dose inhibition of
receptor phosphorylation, which has been neither directly reported
nor ruled out definitively for VEGF receptors. PDGF receptors,
which are related and are also involved in a bivalent ligand-
monovalent receptor binding and activation scheme, were re-
ported not to demonstrate high-dose inhibition of receptor acti-
vation. To explain the dimerization scheme of those receptors, an
unstable intermediate complex of two PDGF ligands and two
PDGF receptor monomers was introduced [22]. Here we have
presented an alternative scheme, including receptor dimer pre-
association, that agrees with some of the experimental observa-
tions, including the lack of high-dose inhibition for typical val-
ues of receptor pre-association. Our model does not reproduce
the positive cooperativity observed in the PDGFR system. While
the VEGFR and PDGFR system may behave differently, the
decoupling of dephosphorylation from the unbinding of the ligand
can be used to produce similar cooperativity (Mac Gabhann and
Popel, unpublished observations).

The formation of heterodimers of VEGFR1 and VEGFR2 has
been observed [17,56]. It has been shown that the presence of both
receptor types results in a calcium release profile in response to
VEGF that was significantly different (earlier and biphasic) to
profiles on cells expressing either receptor alone [56]. Prostacy-
clin synthesis has been reported to be under the control ofVEGFR
heterodimers [17]. These results suggest that the signaling of
heterodimers is unique and significant. However, no quantifica-
tion of the relative abundance of heterodimers and homodimers
has been reported. Our simulation suggests that the level of
heterodimer formation is significant, at all concentrations of
VEGF and for a wide range ofVEGFR1 andVEGFR2 expression
levels. In fact, for unbalanced expression of VEGFR1 and
VEGFR2, it is predicted that homodimer formation by the less-
abundant receptor is suppressed. VEGFR1 is typically present in
lower quantities than VEGFR2, and the results of VEGFR1
binding VEGF (in which case VEGFR1–VEGFR2 heterodimers
would be formed) or PlGF (only VEGFR1 homodimers would be
formed) are different: different tyrosine sites are phosphorylated
and different signaling occurs downstream, including impact on
the activation ofVEGFR2 [57]. Thus our simulationsmay explain
the observations that the strength of VEGFR1 phosphorylation in
response to VEGF is often measured to be quite low, as the
VEGFR2 in the heterodimers may activate VEGFR1 less well
than VEGFR1 in homodimers.

It is not clear at this point whether the differences between the
VEGF and PlGF-induced VEGFR1 activation is a direct result of
the different ligands (e.g. due to conformational changes), or due
to the change fromVEGFR2- to VEGFR1-mediated activation of
VEGFR1. In order to experimentally measure the phosphoryla-
tion of heterodimers, it may be possible to generate a VEGFR
heterodimer-specific VEGF ligand, for example, combining the
strategies mentioned previously to generate single-site binding
variants of VEGF [15,53] and the method used to generate
receptor-specific variants of VEGF [59]. The resulting VEGF
variant would bind only VEGFR1 at one pole and VEGFR2 at the
other. Note that this is distinct from the endogeneously produced
VEGF–PlGF heterodimers, which should be capable only of
binding VEGFR1 homodimers.

We have represented both the activation and deactivation of
receptors here as being an instantaneous process, occurring at
the moment the second receptor monomer binds to or unbinds
from VEGF. We have also represented activation as being a
single process, that all the phosphorylation sites on the receptor
are activated or deactivated simultaneously. However, since the
activation is a result of phosphate addition by a receptor kinase,
and since each intracellular site is different, we would expect
each site to have different and finite kinetics. Similarly, each site
is dephosphorylated by phosphatases (not necessarily the same
phosphatase for each site). However, in the absence of more
detailed information on the kinetics of each site, our current
simulations are useful in understanding the effects of dimeriza-
tion on activation of a representative site. Inclusion of phos-
phorylation and dephosphorylation of VEGF-bound VEGFR
dimers may result in a non-linear relationship between active
receptors and dimerized receptors. However, the relationship
should be monotonic and direct, even if non-linear, thus affect-
ing the quantitative results but not necessarily the qualitative
shape of the response.
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